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Ancient Resonance:
Chinese Seals and Calligraphy by Liang Xuan Feng
artcommune gallery is pleased to present Ancient Resonance, an exhibition that
showcases a selection of carved seals and calligraphy by young Chinese seal carving
artist, Liang Xuan Feng. Apart from the refined collection of Chinese seals on display,
the exhibition also presents a rare opportunity for Chinese art enthusiasts to acquire
customised seals specially engraved by the artist.
Born in 1976 in Bao Qing, China, Liang Xuan Feng majored in Chinese Calligraphy at the
Capital Normal University and was a student of famous Chinese calligrapher, Mr. Zhai
Mo. Also a self-taught seal carving artist since 2005, Liang’s accomplished techniques
and intricate calligraphic designs have captured attention in the Chinese market in
recent years and the demand for his carved seals has been on the rise in China.
An ancient art form that combines calligraphy and refined engraving skills, Chinese seal
carving focuses on four aspects: the stone, the ornamentation of the surface, the
calligraphic style of the text, and the carving design. For the text engraving, the Chinese
script is either incised into the seal's surface, leaving the stamped legend as white lines
on a red background (also known as 白文: bai wen), or the script is left in relief with the
background cut away, resulting in a red text (also known as 朱文: zhu wen).
Liang is adept at engraving in both bai wen and zhu wen, and his seal carvings have
received critical praise for their refined and elegant calligraphic styles. For this
exhibition, the artist has specially travelled to Singapore with a number of quality shou
shan stones to be used for customised seal carving designs.
Exhibition dates: 7 – 26 May 2013
Venue: artcommune gallery (address below)
Opening hours: 12 to 7 pm daily
Admission is free
Contact Information:
artcommune gallery
Blk 231, Bain Street, #02-43 Bras Basah Complex S180231
Tel: +65 63364240, HP: 97479046
www.artcommune.com.sg
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